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adjacency matrix, 40, 188
adjacent, 37, 185
adjoint matrix, 93
arc-length, 124
area, 148, 182
atlas, 171
Banach space, 90
basis, 60
boundary, 170
Cartesian product, 59
chain
homotopy, 260
space, 259
compact, 30
compression, 8
connected, 32
connection, 178
convolution, 66
coordinate
chart, 169
curves, 137
neighborhood, 169
coset, 19, 62
cotangent bundle, 177
covariant derivative, 178
covector, 76, 176
field, 177
critical
point, 203
simplex, 246
curvature, 127
curve, 121
length, 125
plane, 121
regular, 123
smooth, 121
space, 121
unit-speed, 123
Darboux frame, 144
degree, 37, 185
denosing, 7
differential, 175
discounted cumulative gain, 232
descrete
Fourier transform, 81
Laplace–Beltrami operator, 201
Morse theory, 243
distance, 33
disturb, 206
dual
mesh, 197
space, 76
degree, 37, 185
differential, 175
discounted cumulative gain, 232
descrete
Fourier transform, 81
Laplace–Beltrami operator, 201
Morse theory, 243
distance, 33
disturb, 206
dual
mesh, 197
space, 76
edge
detection, 4
matrix, 191
eigendecomposition, 75
eigenpair, 72
eigenvalue, 72
eigenvector, 72
embedding, 177
equivalence class, 20
Euler characteristic, 187
eextrinsic, 148
Fiedler vector, 195
first fundamental form, 141
Frenet frame, 131
Frenet–Serret, 126
full rank matrix, 71
fundamental theorem, 132
Gauss map, 140
Gaussian curvature, 151
generaled eigendecomposition, 103
genus, 187
geodesic, 144
curvature, 145
distance, 37
global point signature, 221
graded abelian group, 259
gradient, 58
graph, 36
bipartite, 38
Cayley, 42
complete, 38
cycle, 37
directed, 37
Fourier transform, 196
simple, 37
undirected, 37

group, 15
abelian, 16
Cayley, 42
general linear, 17
group, 15
abelian, 16
Cayley, 42
general linear, 17

homomorphism, 22
matrix, 29
orthogonal, 17

ideal decomposition, 205
Haas diagram, 248
heat kernel signature, 221
height function, 203
Hermitian matrix, 97
Hilbert space, 90
homeomorphic, 31
homeomorphism, 31
homomorphism, 23, 63
homotopy, 250
equivalence, 250
equivalent, 247, 250

image, 1
analysis, 158
segmentation, 6, 162
immersion, 177
implicit, 133
incidence matrix, 40
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space, 78
isometry, 33, 183
isomorphic, 68
isomorphism, 23, 68

kernel and image, 24, 69
Laplace–Beltrami operator, 182
Laplacian, 68, 164, 260
matrix, 189
level set, 204
Lie bracket, 175
linear
functional, 76
independence, 60
linear operator, 63
adjoint, 92
bounded, 91
compact, 98
continuous, 91
integral, 67
Laplace, 68
norm, 91
orthogonal, 93
positive definite, 99
self-adjoint, 96
unitary, 93
Volterra, 68

manifold, 169
closed, 170
compact, 169
Riemannian, 182
matrix
adjacency, 40
degree, 40
incidence, 40
mean curvature, 151
mesh covariance, 198
metric, 33, 142
space, 33
Morse
function, 203
theory, 203

neighbor, 37
networked sensors, 13
non-orientable, 157
normal curvature, 145
normalized
distance function, 214
Laplacian matrix, 191
orientable, 157
orthogonal, 83
basis, 83
complement, 84
matrix, 95
projection, 84
orthonormal, 85
basis, 85
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parametrized, 121
Parseval’s identity, 86
patch, 134
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shading image, 211
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singularity
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spectral
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graph wavelet signature, 225
graph wavelet transform, 224
Reeb graph, 216
shape signature, 222
subgroup, 18
  normal, 19
  subspace, 59
surface
  orientable, 140
  parametric representation, 134
  path, 135
  regular, 135
  tangent plane, 138
  symmetric matrix, 97
  symmetry discovery, 49
tangent, 122
  bundle, 174
  plane, 137
  space, 174
  vector, 138, 174
topological
  invariant, 186
  manifold, 169
  property, 31
  topological space, 30
  Hausdorff, 30
  homeomorphism, 31
topologically equivalent, 31, 186
topology, 1, 239
torsion, 129
transition function, 171
tree, 37
  triangle mesh, 185
unit-speed, 123
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